Muddy Paw Sled Dog Kennel Dog Sledding Group Tours For 2018
www.dogslednh.com

Kennel Tour - This hour long, guided experience is perfect for those looking to meet and greet the amazing canine athletes that call us home but not necessarily go on a ride. During a kennel tour guests can pet the dogs, hear their stories, see the gear used with sled dog teams and ask all the questions you have about sled dog history and culture. Of course, treats are always welcome. On days when it’s 70 degrees or cooler, the mushers will also conduct a brief demo so guests can see a team in action. The standard cost of this tour is $28 per person, confirmed groups of 10 or more receive a 10% discount, and confirmed groups of 25 or more receive a special rate of $20 per person. This rate applies year round. Please note that during the winter season this tour is available only on select Tuesdays and Wednesday.

Rotational Ride Experience - This experience normally last about 2-3 hours for larger groups. During this time participants will split up into smaller groups and take turns enjoying a kennel tour and embarking on a short 1-mile dog sled ride. The standard cost of this adventure is $55 per adult and $44 per child (ages 2-12), confirmed groups of 10 or more receive a 10% discount, and confirmed groups of 25 or more receive a special rate of $45 per adult and $34 per child (ages 2-12). During the winter season (mid-December through March) the price increases to $75 per person (groups of 10 or more receive 10% discount). Please note that the maximum we can accommodate during the summertime is approximately 48 guests and during wintertime the maximum we can accommodate is approximately 24 guests.

As always, the proceeds generated from any of our adventures goes towards the costs of providing for the 80+ sled dogs that currently call us home (and growing rescue/adoption efforts). Some other important things to know/consider about our facility when planning group trips are:

- We are a traditional working kennel that is completely outdoors, similar to that of a farm.
- We recommend that guests come in clothing they don't mind getting hairy and dirty (we tease and say we're called Muddy Paw for a reason).
- Our modest facility does have a portable toilet for those needing a restroom.
- While we do our best to accommodate mobility needs, etc. we are not necessarily handicap accessible if you will (we are happy to speak with you in greater detail if this applies to any of your participants).
- We do not have a gift shop, cafe, or anything of the sort at our location at this time (although it's something we'd certainly love to incorporate at our future property) for those wishing not to participate and just wanting to "hang out".

For More Information Email: info@dogslednh.com / Call: 603-545-4533